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EcoLectro raised an undisclosed amount in Later Stage VC funding with close date of 26-Mar-2024.

Manufacturer of novel polymers designed for the energy industry to make hydrogen an environmentally and financially viable option.

Series A: undisclosed amount, lead by Toyota Ventures

Investors on deal: Energy Revolution Ventures, New Climate Ventures, Starshot Capital, Techstars, Toyota Ventures

Industry: Alternative Energy Equipment

Location: Ithaca, NY
OmniAI raised an undisclosed amount in Early Stage VC funding lead by Imagination Capital with close date of 24-Apr-2024.

Developer of a data transformation platform designed to convert unstructured data into useful insights.

Early Stage VC: undisclosed amount from Imagination Capital

Industry: Business/Productivity Software

Location: Albany, NY
Perx Health

- Perx Health raised an undisclosed amount in Later Stage VC funding lead by Tenmile with close date of 01-Apr-2024.
- Developer of a chronic condition management platform designed to assist health organizations to drive patient engagement and treatment adherence positively.
- Later Stage VC: undisclosed amount from Tenmile
- Industry: Other Healthcare Technology Systems
- Location: Albany, NY
Circuit Clinical raised $2.96M in Later Stage VC funding with close date of 17-Apr-2024.

Operator of an integrated research organization intended to help find, choose, and participate in clinical research.

Industry: Other Healthcare Services

Location: Buffalo, NY